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U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Office of Pesticide Programs 

Antimicrobials Division (7510P) 

1200 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20460 

 
EPA Reg. Number: 

 

11694-114 

 
Date of Issuance: 

 

6/8/15 

NOTICE OF PESTICIDE:  

          X  Registration 

              Reregistration 

 
Term of Issuance:   

Conditional 

                                   (under FIFRA, as amended)  
Name of Pesticide Product: 

CCT2 Wipes  
 
Name and Address of Registrant (include ZIP Code): 

Eliot Harrison 

c/o ITW Professional Brands 

Lewis & Harrison  

122 C Street N.W. Suite 505 

Washington D.C. 20001 

 
 

Note: Changes in labeling differing in substance from that accepted in connection with this registration must be submitted to and accepted by the 

Antimicrobials Division prior to use of the label in commerce.  In any correspondence on this product always refer to the above EPA registration number. 

 

On the basis of information furnished by the registrant, the above named pesticide is hereby registered 

under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act. 

 

Registration is in no way to be construed as an endorsement or recommendation of this product by the 

Agency.  In order to protect health and the environment, the Administrator, on his motion, may at any 

time suspend or cancel the registration of a pesticide in accordance with the Act.  The acceptance of any 

name in connection with the registration of a product under this Act is not to be construed as giving the 

registrant a right to exclusive use of the name or to its use if it has been covered by others. 

 

 

This product is conditionally registered in accordance with FIFRA section 3(c)(7)(C). You must comply 

with the following conditions: 

 

1. Submit and/or cite all data required for registration/reregistration/registration review of your 

product under FIFRA when the Agency requires all registrants of similar products to submit such 

data.   

 
 

Signature of Approving Official: 

 
Velma Noble, Product Manager 31 

Regulatory management  

Brunch 1, Antimicrobials Division (7510P) 

 

 

Date: 

 

             6/8/15 
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EPA Reg. No. 11694-114 

Decision No. 499176 

 

 
EPA Form 8570-6 

 

2. You are required to comply with the data requirements described in the DCIs identified below:  

 

a. ADBAC GDCI-069105-30882  

b. DDAC GDCI-069165-30870 

c. DDAC GDCI-069166-30875 

d. DDAC GDCI-069149-30869 

 

You must comply with all of the data requirements within the established deadlines. If you have 

questions about the listed above, you may contact the Reevaluation Team Leader (Team 36): 

http://www2.epa.gov/pesticide-contacts/contacts-office-pesticide-programs-antimicrobial-

division 

 

3. Make the following label changes before you release the product for shipment: 

  

 Revise the EPA Registration Number to read, “EPA Reg. No. 11694-114.” 

 

4. Submit one copy of the final printed label for the record before you release the product for 

shipment. 

 

Should you wish to add/retain a reference to the company’s website on your label, then please be aware 

that the website becomes labeling under the Federal Insecticide Fungicide and Rodenticide Act and is 

subject to review by the Agency. If the website is false or misleading, the product would be misbranded 

and unlawful to sell or distribute under FIFRA section 12(a)(1)(E). 40 CFR 156.10(a)(5) list examples 

of statements EPA may consider false or misleading. In addition, regardless of whether a website is 

referenced on your product’s label, claims made on the website may not substantially differ from those 

claims approved through the registration process. Therefore, should the Agency find or if it is brought to 

our attention that a website contains false or misleading statements or claims substantially differing from 

the EPA approved registration, the website will be referred to the EPA’s Office of Enforcement and 

Compliance. 

 

If you fail to satisfy these data requirements, EPA will consider appropriate regulatory action including, 

among other things, cancellation under FIFRA section 6(e). Your release for shipment of the product 

constitutes acceptance of these conditions. A stamped copy of the label is enclosed for your records.  

Please also note that the record for this product currently contains the following CSFs: 

 

 Basic CSF dated January 6, 2015 

 
If you have any questions concerning this letter please contact Emilia Oiguenblik at (703) 347 0199 or Velma 

Noble at (703) 308-6233.  

 

 

Enclosure: Stamped label, D425395, D425397, D425398   

 

 

http://www2.epa.gov/pesticide-contacts/contacts-office-pesticide-programs-antimicrobial-division
http://www2.epa.gov/pesticide-contacts/contacts-office-pesticide-programs-antimicrobial-division
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EPA Reg. No. 11694-114 

Decision No. 499176 
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MASTER LABEL 
 

CCT2 WIPES 
Color Indicator Wipes 

 
 
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS 
Didecyl dimethyl ammonium chloride……………………………………. 0.01615% 
Alkyl dimethyl (C14-50%, C12-40%, C16-10%) Benzyl Ammonium Chloride 0.0020% 
Octyl decyl dimethyl ammonium chloride ……………………………….. 0.0015% 
Dioctyl dimethyl ammonium chloride ……………………………………. 0.00075% 
OTHER INGREDIENTS: ………………………………………………  99.9796% 
TOTAL                                  100.000%1 
 
1Does not include weight of dry wipe. 
 

 
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 

 
CAUTION 

 
See [back][side] panel for additional precautionary statements. 

 
Net Weight ____ oz. (_____ grams) {number may change prior to commercialization} 

 
 
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS 
CAUTION:   Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing 
gum or using tobacco. 
 
FIRST AID:  Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or 
doctor, or going for treatment.  IF IN EYES: Hold eyes open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 
15-20 minutes.  Remove contact lenses, if present, after first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.  Call a 
poison control center of doctor for treatment advice. 
 
 
NET CONTENTS 65{Number may change prior to commercialization} Pre- [Moistened] 
[Saturated] [Wipes] [Towelettes] [Cloths] 6” [in] X 10.5” [in] (15.2cm X 26.7cm) {Number may 
change prior to commercialization} 
 
Includes weight of absorbent wipe ( oz.)  ( lb.  oz.) ( g) 
 
E.P.A. Reg. No. 11694-XX 
E.P.A. Est. No.  11694-KS-1 
 
ITW Professional Brands 
805 East Old 56 Highway 
Olathe, KS  66061 

06/08/2015

11694-114
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PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:  It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent 
with its labeling.  Read the entire label before using this product.  (Reseal) (Close) lid securely between 
uses to retain moisture.  [Do not flush].   
 
{Note to Reviewer:  Appropriate dispensing directions will be chosen to suit dispenser type.} 
 
Dispensing Directions: 
{for canister}:  Remove lid from canister.  Lift flap in center of lid.  Pull up corner of center wipe, twist to 
a point and thread through dispenser hole in lid. [Pull 1” of wipe through hole]  DO NOT PUSH FINGER 
THROUGH OPENING. [Discard inner seal from canister.][Replace lid firmly.]  Replace lid.   Pull out 
exposed wipe and snap off. [Dispense by pulling wipe through the dispensing port.] [Dispense one at a 
time.] The next wipe pops up automatically.  Dispose of used wipes in trash receptacle.  Close top when 
finished [to retain moisture] [to prevent moisture loss].   
{for canister}:   Lift tab cover to open.  Pull up corner of center wipe through opening in lid. DO NOT 
PUSH FINGER THROUGH OPENING. [Discard inner seal from canister.][Replace lid firmly.]  Replace 
lid.   Pull out exposed wipe and snap off. [Dispense by pulling wipe through the dispensing port.] 
[Dispense one at a time.] The next wipe pops up automatically.  Dispose of used wipes in trash receptacle.  
Close top when finished [to retain moisture] [to prevent moisture loss].   
{for rigid top flexible flat pack/or rigid top tub}:  Open top.  Remove needed wipes.  Close top when 
finished [to retain moisture] [to prevent moisture loss].  Do not flush. 
{for peel-back flexible flat pack}:  Carefully pull back seal.  Remove needed wipes.  Close top when 
finished [to retain moisture] [to prevent moisture loss].  Do not flush. 
{for single pack flexible flat pack}:  Tear pouch open [at tear notch] [Pull out], [remove] [wipe(s)], 
[towelette(s)] [cloth(s)] before use.  Unfold [wipe] [towelette] [cloth] before use. 
 
Cleaning/Sanitizing Directions: 
 
To clean and sanitize hard, non-porous surfaces, use wipe to thoroughly wet the surface to be treated.  
Treated surfaces must remain wet for 90 seconds.  Then allow to air dry.  This product is a non-food 
contact surface sanitizer against pathogenic bacteria†.  For industrial, institutional and residential use. Not 
for us in medical facilities. 
 
The product is designed to change color during use so that the user is alerted when to discard a wipe.  
Prior to use, the wipes have a blue and white checkered pattern.  During use, the blue color changes to 
green and green/yellow.  Once an area of the wipe turns green or green/yellow, fold the wipe so that the 
target surface is only being exposed to a blue area of the wipe.  Before the wipe is completely green or 
green/yellow, discard the wipe and use a new wipe.   
 
. Do not use on food-contact surfaces. 
 
Optional Advisory Statements 
 
Do not use as a diaper or personal wipe.  Not for cleaning or sanitizing skin. 
 
 
 
†Kills Staphylococcus aureus (Staph) and Enterobacter aerogenes. 
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Storage and Disposal:  Container Storage:  Store unopened package in a cool, dry place in areas 
inaccessible to small children.  Dispose of used wipe in trash after use.  Container Handling:  Non-
refillable container.  Do not reuse or refill this container.  Discard in trash or recycle.  
 
{Intended uses} 
[Dymon*] [Brand] [Color Indicating] sanitizing towel (is)(are) intended for use on hard, non-porous, non-
food contact surfaces in {note to reviewer; at least one of these options must be included} [schools], 
[health clubs], [bathrooms],[shower and bath areas], [gyms], [athletic facilities], [airports], [airplanes], 
[correctional facilities], [factories], [funeral homes], [hotels], [industrial facilities], [locker rooms], 
[manufacturing plants] or [facilities], [military installations], [motels], [public areas], [school buses], 
[trains], [universities], [transportation terminals], [grocery stores], [shopping centers], [delicatessens], 
[catering facilities], and [banquet halls] [public restrooms], [classrooms], [casinos], [commercial] 
[kitchens] .  
[Dymon*] [Brand] will sanitize hard, non-porous, non-food contact surfaces of: {note to reviewer; at least 
one of these options must be included} [bathroom], [bath tubs], [booster chairs] [grocery carts & 
handles], [shopping carts], [grocery cart child seats],[cash registers], [cars], [car interiors],[dining]  
[tables] [chairs], [changing tables], [cabinets], [chairs], [cribs],  [computers], [countertops], [desks], 
[desktops], [diaper pails], [display cases], [doorknobs], [fax machines], [floors], [garbage cans], 
[hampers], [headsets], [high chairs], [keyboards], [kitchen] [counters] [hoods], [light switches], [railings], 
[hand railings], [play pens], [seats], [sinks], [showers],[shelves], [stall doors], [faucets],  [tables], 
[tabletops], [telephones], [tiled walls],  [toilet seats and rims],[ tanning beds], [towel dispensers], 
[trashcans], [gym equipment], [exercise machines], [ATM machines], [wrestling mats], and [gymnastic 
equipment], [vanities], [and other non-porous non-food contact surfaces at [work] and [home] [gas] [fuel] 
[pumps], [remote(s) [controls] .   
Use [Dymon*]  [Brand] to clean and sanitize hard, non-porous {note to reviewer; at least one of these 
options must be included} [personal protective safety equipment], [protective head gear], [hard hats], 
[half mask respirators], [full face breathing apparatus], [gas masks], [goggles], [spectacles], [face shields], 
[silicone rubber] or [PVC hearing protectors] or [vinyl covered ear muffs].   
 
 
Optional Marketing Statements/Claims 
 
{General Claims} 
[Scrubs®] [Pre-Moistened Color Changing Sanitizer [Wipe] [Towel] 
[Scrubs®] [Color Check Sanitizer [Wipe] [Towel] 
[Insert product name] [means] [=] [sanitizing]. 
[Insert product name] [means] [=] [ time for a fresh] [new]  [wipe] [towel] 
[Sanitize with [certainty] [confidence] 
[NON-POROUS SURFACE SANITZING TOWEL] 
[CONTAINS NO PHOSPHATES] 
[Big] Sheet size _ “ x _” 
__% bigger [wipes] [vs. _ “ x _” wipes] 
[Bleach-free] [formula] 
[Ammonia Free] [formula] 
[Bonus] 
[Portable] 
[Convenient] 
[Disposable] 
 [Does not contain [chlorine] [bleach] or [ammonia.]] 
For Daily Use 
Get a fresh clean [Dymon*[Brand] [Color Indicating sanitizing towel] every time 
New! {used for 6 months only} 
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[New{used for 6 months only}] Color Indicating sanitizing towel 
[New] [Now] [even] stronger [wipe(s)]] [a] [better wipe(s)]]              
Non-corrosive. 
Dispenses one [Wet] Wipe! 
Pop-up dispensing 
Pop-up [top] 
_# Presaturated [towelettes] [wipes] _ “ x _” wipes 
 
 
{Efficacy Claims}  
Can help reduce risk of cross contamination on treated surfaces 
[Cleans],[Sanitizes] and [Deodorizes] 
Kills [Enterobacter aerogenes] [and] [Staphylococcus aureus] in 90 seconds! 
[Dymon*] [Brand] [Color Indicating] sanitizing towel is effective against the following organisms at the 
following contact times:{insert organism name and contact time from table} 
Sanitizes in [just] 90 seconds. 
Sanitizes hard non-porous [environmental] surfaces listed on the label 
Kills {insert organism name from Table} in just{insert contact time from table} 
[Product Name][are] [is] intended for [cleaning][and ][sanitizing] hard, non-porous, non-food contact 
surfaces. 
 
{Ease of Use Claims} 
After use, just toss wipe(s) away 
Always ready to use 
An effective method to deodorize and sanitize against odor-causing organisms on hard non-porous 
surfaces [listed on label] 
An effective way to sanitize hard, non-porous environmental surfaces [listed on this label] 
Cleans and sanitizes in one step. 
Dispenses one wipe at a time 
Does not produce mist or spray 
[Convenient] [Portable] way to sanitize hard non-porous surfaces 
[Dymon*[Brand] Color Indicating sanitizing towel] may be used to clean and sanitize in one step; [see 
directions for use on this label for cleaning and sanitizing in one step]. 
[[No Mess], [No Dilution], [No Rinse], [No Dirty Rags] [No Overspray]] 
No [mixing] or [measuring] 
[No sponges], [no rags], [no buckets], [no mess] 
[Cloth-like] [softer] [feel] [texture] 
[Feels like cloth] 
One-Step Presaturated Sanitizer Wipe 
Premoistened [!] 
Easy way to sanitize hard, nonporous surfaces 
Easy way to clean [and sanitize] bathrooms 
Ready to Use[!] 
[Simple and easy to use] 
[Compatible with most water safe surfaces] 
[Easy to] [store] [use] 
The [easy], [effective] and [convenient way to sanitize surfaces.] 
[Easy to [open] [thread] [access lid] [dispense] 
[Great on-the-go sanitizer] 
[No need to store or handle large bulky buckets]. 
[Assures the right product and dilution [for surface sanitization] every time 
[Sanitizes [as it cleans] [and scrubs in one easy step] [without [a] [the] [that] [disinfectant smell] 
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[No more test strips] 
[Eliminates hard water issues] 
 
{Color Indicator Claims} 
[Advanced color change technology – [indicates], [signifies], [reveals], [shows], [points out], when to 
discard used towel] 
[Specifically] [designed] [with patented technology] to [indicates], [signifies], [reveals], [shows], [points 
out], when to discard used towel] 
[Seeing is believing] 
[V.I.E.W. visual indicating easy to use wiper] 
 [Color Changing Sanitizer Towel Product] 
[Featuring] [Revolutionary] [Color Change  Technology] 
[The wipe that tells you when it’s [no longer sanitizing] [time to get another wipe]] 
[color] [change] [range] [scale] [variation] [difference] 
[For when a regular wipe [just] doesn’t show you clean] 
[Make your [job] [cleaning] [easier] [easy] to see 
[The smart [way to see] clean [and sanitize] 
[Unique] [Special] [indicator] 
[Be sure you’re sanitizing] 
{name of the towels} gives you complete assurance that you are sanitizing 
[Sanitizer indicator towels] 
[Color indicator sanitizing towels] 
[The towel that lets you know when the sanitizer is gone] 
[Take the worry out of sanitizing] 
[Never wonder if you are sanitizing again] 
[When it’s blue you are sanitizing, when it’s not, you’re not] 
[Three in one action [cleans, sanitizes and indicates in one easy step]] 
[Patent Pending] 
[U.S. Patent No. insert number] 
[The wipes that show you’re sanitizing] 
 
 
{Miscellaneous Claims} 
[Long lasting] [lasts a long time] [goes further] [last longer] 
[A clean you can trust] 
[Use of this product does not produce mist in the air 
[Individual] [rolls] [package] [pouch] [stay(s)] [keep(s)] [moist] [fresh] 
[Individually wrapped] [rolls] [wipes] are [as fresh as the wipes you use now] 
[Individually wrapped to [preserve] [freshness] [moisture] 
[Individually wrapped to [stay] [keep] [fresh] [moist]  
Insert number [free] [extra] [more wipes] 
Insert number [% off] 
Insert number [more wipes††] [††vs. insert number count] [this product] [canister] [pouch] 
 [Improved] [Texture (d)] [wipe] [towel] [great on] [all] [messes] 
[Improved] [Textured] [thick] wipe [cleans] [shines] better 
[Improved] [Textured] [wipe lasts longer] 
[Improved] [Textured] [wipe] [grabs more soil] and/or [dirt]  
[Now] [thicker] [strong] 
[Now with] [microfiber] [for] [added strength] [better cleaning] [better crumb pickup] [better dust pick 
up] [to trap] and/or [pick up] and/or [grip] and/or [grab] and/or [hold particles] and/or [dust] and/or [hair] 
and/or [crumbs] 
[Soft side for] [wiping] [cleaning] dirt away] 
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[non-scratching] [non-abrasive] 
 [Softer wipe] 
 [Value Pack] 
[Value Size] 
[Special] School [Variety] [Power] [Bundle] [Pack] 
[Back to School [Variety] [Power] [Bundle] [Pack] 
[Sample] 
[Travel size] 
[Virtually] [Lint Free] 
[Wiping] [Smooth] [Soft] [side for cleaning dirt away] 
[Wow] [Scrubs like a sponge] 
 [Anti-microbial] 
[Anti-Bacterial] 
[Kills common household bacteria] 
[No streaking] 
[Virtually] [streak free] [shine] [clean] 
[Low streak] [ residue] [wipe] [towel] [leaves] [less] [fewer] [visible] [spots] [than [ever] before] 
[The convenient way to keep your surfaces looking “just cleaned”] 
[For use on smooth or textured surfaces] 
[Multi-purpose, Multi-surface] 
[the sanitizing wipes that make cleanups easy] 
[Industrial Size, Industrial Sanitizer] 
[Won’t shred] 
[Wipes away splatters on non-food contact surfaces] 
[Durable wipe!] 
 
 
{Graphics} 
{may be selected from the following, or similar graphics may be used} 
Dymon* Brand Logo 
Dykem* Brand Logo 
ITW* Logo 
Atlantic Mills* Brand  Logo 
Celeste* Brand Logo 
Towel [Wipe] Logo 
SCRUBS® Brand Logo 
ITW Pro Brands 
Sertun™ Brand logo 
Color Check Technology™ 
Color Change Scale 
No-Baby Graphic 
Wipe use Graphic (s) 
Scrubs Wipe Graphic 
Storage Temperature Graphic 
Areas of use icons/graphics 
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